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U.S. air campaign mounts;
MIG downed by Navy jet
SAIGON I APi- A U S Navy Phantom
jet shot an enemy M1G21 from the skies
170 miles deep inside North Vietnam
yesterday In an air campaign steadily
mounting in intensity It was the first
MIG shot down in 22 months
The engagement came as B52
Stratolortress launched the heaviest
raids in nine months in South Vietnam,
and fighter-bombers attacked the Po
Chi Minh trail in Laos to blunt an
expected enemy offensive
The nuclear carrier Knterprise. back
from the Indian Ocean, sent its 75
planes into action against enemy
supply lines She was not involved in

the battle over North Vietnam
THE COMMAND said the action
began when eight surface to air
missiles and fire from antiaircraft guns
were aimed at five American planes
near Quang Lang airfield. 170 miles
north of the demilitarized zone
separating the Vietnams and 155 miles
south of Panoi.
One of the planes suffered minor
damage, but all returned safely to their
carrier, the Constellation, said Maj
Robert O'Brien, command spokesman
Four jets were accompanying an
unarmed Navy reconnaissance plane

when the enemy missiles and
antiaircraft fire opened up The escorts
returned the fire
Four minutes later, a Navy Phantom
appeared, caught the M1G21. fastest in
North Vietnam's air arsenal, with air
missiles and sent it crashing
The MIGs are being sent out to
harass American strikes at the Po Chi
Minh trail, but only a few have been
sighted at a time.
THE LAST MIG shot down was on
March 28. 1970. According to U S
Command records. 112 MIGs have been
shot down by U.S. fighters compared to

50 American planes downed by the
Soviet-built interceptors
The U.S. command said four B52
mission, were flown in South Vietnam
in a 24-hour period ended at noon
yesterday.
Two of the missions were flown in the
central highlands area, bringing the
three-day total of raids there to 11 This
was the highest number of raids since
last April 11-13 This is the region
where the .North Vietnamese are
concentrating troops and supplies.
F.ach mission usually consists of
three of the eight-engine bombers, each
carrying 30 tons of bombs

Student creativity to be aired

TV production ideas sought
By Mary Wey

Graduate assistants from the University's speech department announced
Monday they are ready for student programming ideas for their proposed
independent television productions
The first broadcast, previously
scheduled for this month, was delayed
until complications in production,
organization, and access to broadcasting facilities could be worked out
with the speech department and the
faculty of Radio-TV-Film.
Students in film production and television production classes and all other
students are free to submit any innovative materials, slides, dance, drama
or other forms of creative art which
they wish to have taped
ACCORDING to Brien Naughton.

project co-ordinator. the proposed television productions will give undergraduates in broadcasting the opportunity for immediate experience and
training
Dr. F Lee Miesle. chairman of the
speech department, said the proposal
for independent television production is
"extremely valuable'' as a "supplement to or an extension of organized
course work."
The goals of the taped programs, as
set by the graduate students are fourfold
-To serve as a production and training facility for interested students in
broadcasting, but who have had no
experience,
-To act as an intermediate step for
students between classroom work and
(he professional television job.

Council lifts controls
in 2 business areas
WASPINGTON (APi- The Cost of
Living Council yesterday exempted the
nation's small retail stores and almost
half of rental housing from President
Nixon's economic controls.
Despite the large coverage, the
council said the exemptions fall short
of decontrol. It claimed that
competition from chain stores and big
landlords would restrain the rise of
prices and rents.
As the decision was announced, the
Pay Board filed to reach agreement on
a proposal to exempt the working poor
from wage guidelines The board
rejected as too low a council suggestion
that those earning up to SI .90 an hour be
exempted from the 5.5 per cent wageincrease standard, sources said

THE COUNCIL excused from price
controls all retail firms with annual
sales of less than 1100.000 These stores
account for about 15 per cent of all
retail sales but make up three-fourths
of the 2 million retail firms in the
nation
Exempted from rent controls were
about 10 million of the 23.6 million
renter-occupied housing units.
The council specifically exempted
from rent controls single-family rental
homes rented for longer than month-tomonth periods where the landlord owns
four or fewer housing units, owneroccupied dwellings of four or fewer
units having longer than a month-lomonth rental agreement and
apartment units renting for $500 a
month or more.

--To increase campus communications.
-To serve as a creative outlet into the
mass media for students in departments such as music, theater, art.
popular culture, experimental studies,
English, dance and other areas of the
speech department
THE SPEECH department has
received financial aid from the University to purchase videotape and hire one
paid employee to act as a technical
coordinator.
Programs will be taped at South Pall
and if the proposal is approved,
transmitted from WBGU-TV. Channel
70 All programs will be produced,
directed, and technically managed by
students
Powever, at present there is no
outlet for the taped productions
According to Dr. Miesle. the speech
department will pursue negotiations for
a closed circuit facility so programs
can be broadcast into University classrooms
WBGU-TV is authorized to broadcast
only those programs which are instructional in nature, according to William
Williams, director of instructional television, at the station.
For WBGU-TV to broadcast programs, taped by graduate assistants, a
policy decision must be made by an
appointed committee on WBGU-TVs
role over non-instructional broadcasts.
Powever. Dr George Perman. vice
provost for instruction and instructional services, said the problems of
access are minimal "I don't know why
everyone is so hung up on the question
of access,'' he said.
THE REAL problem is organization
and production of the material to be
broadcast, he said. If and when programs are taped, the students can be
assured of some access, though it may
be limited at first.
If a policy decision is not reached by
a committee. Dr. Duane Tucker, direc-

tor of broadcasting, could authorize
access. Dr Perman said.
According to Dr Miesle, the University is not obligated to broadcast tapes
the students make, but he "heartily"
endorses the idea of independent television production on the students' part.
"I'm all for developing the idea.
We're trying as quickly as possible to
get things moving." he said
Dr Perman also endorsed the efforts
of the graduate assistants
Naughton hopes to start broadcasting
after eight programs have been taped
Students wishing to participate in the
programs are asked to send ideas or
request a meeting with Naughton at
WBGU-TV
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Co-op
opens
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Tho 1G Stod.nt Co-op op.n.d officially yottorday
with an opon house. Toxtbookt w.ro on tola and
fro. coH.e and cooki.j woro available to guattt.
Tho co-op, locatod at 827 Rt»t St., will bo opon
Monday through Friday from 1 to 5 p.m.

Center plans continue
By Terence Cochrtn
sin i Reporter

acres of land in its Levis Development
Park.

A planning committee for the Northwest Ohio Regional Computer Center
met Tuesday for the first time since the
stale legislature approved the reapportionment of $2 million dollars for the
center's construction.
According to University President
Pollis A. Moore Jr.. the meeting consisted mainly of an agreement to "continue to pursue" the project.
In 1969 the Ohio General Assembly
allocated the money for construction of
a center to be jointly operated by BGSU
and Toledo University.
Powever. when negotiations deadlocked over choosing a site for the
building, the state controlling board
withdrew the funds
The construction site problem was
settled last June when Owens-Illinois,
Inc of Toledo agreed to donate six to 10

BOTH universities found the site
acceptable.
"What we're trying to do now is move
things along by working up a rather
complete set of plans for the center."
Dr. Moore said.
"The plans have to be submitted to
the Board of Regents and, if approved,
will be sent to the controlling board,"
Dr. Moore added. "From there they
would go to the state treasurer."
Dr. Moore said the committee hopes
to have the money released from the
apportionment committee within 60
days.
LAST JULY, Dr. Moore expressed
concern that the $2 million apportionment would probably cover only the initial center building costs. Pe estimated
that as much as $6 million would be

needed for total costs of housing equipment and operating.
Dr. Moore said last November that
architects had already determined
what each school would require in
terms of equipment if the Computer
Center were constructed at the OwensIllinois site.
Pe explained that the central data
and storage equipment would be
located at the center, and each school
would have terminals connected to
highspeed teletypewriter terminals
over long distance telephone lines, to
the central equipment.
This would enable each school to use
the equipment from its own campus
location.
Dr. Moore said a potential use of the
center could be for computer-assisted
instruction, and also for graduate thesis
problems and research projects sponsored by government and industry.

White Nationalist slams Jews, blacks
By Patty Bailey
Stall Reporter
•'Communism is Jewish." according
to Raymond Russell Veh. founder of
the American White Nationalist party
and candidate for the American
Independent party nomination for
President.

Veh spoke in the Grand Ballroom.
Union, last night to a crowd of 400 persons
"It seems Jews have always been
involved in Communism." Veh stated.
Pe cited various leaders in the Communist party who he said were Jews
"The Jews are not being persecuted
in Russia; actually they're quite well

off." Veh said. Pe also said it seems to
him "Jews are behind something
everywhere I look."
"As far back as history goes, Jews
seem to be getting into things they
can't handle,'' Veh said
"For some of you stupid gentiles who
don't really know what's going on I

Raymond Ruttofl Voh, founds of Amorkan Whit. Nationalist party.

have some facts on the kosher food
racket," Veh said.
Polding up boxes of Kix cereal and
Tide laundry detergent, Veh explained
that kosher means the production of
goods like these is supervised by Jewish
rabbis in order to insure the purity of
the articles.
Veh complained this was not necessary for products such as soap and cereal and said it is just a way of making
more money.
John Gerhardt. Veh's vice-presidential running mate, said the American White Nationalist Party was
founded in June, 1970 as "the voice of
white America."
"White people are the majority of
this country and the majority should
rule." Gerhardt said "Our program is
militant: we're revolutionary.
"Russell Veh is the only white man's
candidate in the race (for President)."
Gerhardt said.
VEH WAS once a member of the left,
politically, but now is on the right.
according to James W. Lane, vice
president of Phi Alpha Theta. history
honorary which sponsored Veh's
appearance on campus.
"I consider myself a white wing mili-

tant, quote, unquote," Veh said. IV
also said America is not fighting in
Vietnam against Communism but for
"our own business interests" there.
"There are probably more communists in the United States than in
North and South Vietnam together." he
said. "We're playing a game over
there."
Veh said if the people of South Vietnam want Communism that's their
right.
THE 21-YEAR-OLD advocates a
policy of voluntary repatriation to
Africa for blacks.
"I think Negroes are biologically
inferior to whites." Veh said. "I think
people should be separated.''
"I don't think segregation will work
and I know integration won't work." he
said. "The blacks are complaining they
were brought here las slaves) so we
should send them back." he added.
Veh said his party is not an answer to
the Black Nationalist Party.
"I think Black Power for black people is fine." he said. "But Black Power
for everyone, no."
"I'M UNDER federal investigation
right now for mail fraud." Veh said.

And I've been ordered to see a psychiatrist."
"I could be wrong which is more than
most of you bigoted individuals will
admit." Veh stated. "In my opinion a
bigot is a person who says one thing and
does another, or one who prejudges. I
never prejudge."
"I do not hate anyone, at least I try
not to." he said. In closing his speech
Veh said. "I'm racist because I'm
proud I'm white."
Prior to last evening's program.
Lane, who introduced Veh. said no verbal comment would be accepted from
the audience during Veh's speech
because his speeches at other universities have turned into heckling
matches.
Audience members were given index
cards on which to write any questions
they wanted to ask Veh.
Lane was forced to interrupt Veh four
times to warn the audience that if heckling continued the program would be
cut short. Many students walked out of
the speech.
When he had concluded his presentation, Veh was escorted out the back
door of the Grand Ballroom to a waiting
car by campus security officers.
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eprreRiaLS
'hippie house9

:

A zoning dispute in the. 900 block of W. Wooster Street was
apparently resolved Monday night when it was announced that the
property would be donated to Wood County Hospital.
Dr. Paul Overhaulse originally petitioned City Council to
rezone the property from residential to light commercial in order
to build a clinic
But area residents complained, council was perplexed, and then
a local landlord stepped into the picture, warning that the house
would be turned into a 'hippie" nest if the change were not
approved
We're pleased Dr. Overhaulse has been able to sidestep the
complainls by donating the property to the hospital-a move that
will permit the area to be rezoned as a "special district."
However, the threats that have been thrown around at recent
council meetings leave us- and should leave every studentextremely disturbed.
It's commendable that townspeople were so concerned about a
specific issue they actually participated in the governing process,
but for some of them to use University students as a threat in
order to win their case is repulsive.
Town-gown relations will never improve if some residents
insist on using the threat of perverted, deranged, immoral
student body to get what they want.
Just what is a "dirty filthy hippie?" Or a "hippie nest?" And
why must some people latch onto the life styles of some students
and twist them around until they become an effective weapon?
It's lime for some townspeople to crawl out of their shells and
take a closer look at the "filthy hippies" they fear. Perhaps
they'll learn something.

'AS A COLD-BLOODED MULTIPLE-RAPIST-MURDERER I WOULD LIKE TO VOICE MY STRONG
I
L
•.
OPPOSITION TO THE DEATH PENALTY . . .'

uncle b&nito

college doting fiasco
By Cindy Suopis
Editorial Editor

three-year degree
One of the best suggestions for a brighter future for this
University and the entire Ohio educational system came from
President Moore last week in his budget message to the
University community.
Dr. Moore commented on Ins previous proposal for a three-year
baccalaureate option at the University. He has ordered the
organization of a committee to study the feasibility of allowing
students to complete their education in three years, with the
same number of hours. No extra summer hours would be
necessary
Breaking the traditional four-year stint for a degree may
appear to be a revolutionary proposal at first glance. But if you
tally up the number of course hours you feel were wasted time
and padded requirements in your curriculum, the total may add
up to 45 or 50, or one year of study.
Irrelevant courses are not the only deferent to a four-year
education.
According to the U.S. Office of Education, the estimated
enrollment at four year colleges and universities is 6.684,000. If
the program were reduced by one year, a greater turnover of
students can be accommodated in higher learning institutions.The
number of applicants turned away from colleges will be
decreased
The Office of Education also reports that the average annual
charge for tuition, fees, room and board at private four-year
universities is $3,497 With a three-year program, students will
save money and have the opportunity to earn more when they are
not obliged lo spend their fourth year in school.
Students who were deprived of a college education for financial
reasons will have a chance to receive their degree at a lower cost.
With the advances in technology, media and communications,
students are more sophisticated and intelligent than ever before.
The three-year program will complement the modern student's
potential and at the same time, give him an education of higher
quality and content.
Dr. Moo.e is following the paths of Rutgers, Muskingum
University, i )ePauw University and others who have realized that
the present ,'igher educational system is no longer meeting the
needs of students in the seventies.

Dear Uncle Benito.
I'm not sure whether or not you are
aware of the fact that I date young
college men during my stay here at Bee
Gee.
I can remember when going on a date
was pretty hot stuff when I was in high
school A date meant the beginning of a
relationship that would probably end up
in marriage or sex depending on whether
or not the guy had his dad's car more
than two nights a week.
Do you remember when guys would
call me up and ask me "out"' I would
press my favorite A-line skirt and shine
my chocolate-colored pumps for the
"out". That everyday Maybellini eye
makeup just didn't make it when I had a

date I had to pour on the good stuff
depending on where we were going "out"
al
I would purposely gel ready two hours
before the prince arrived. When the
doorbell rang I would play one game of
solitaire and casually wander into the
living room Dates always look different
in the living room-nothing comparable
to the way they look in math class
WE WOULD GO to the show II always
started out with the show. It can be a
good picture or a bad one. nevertheless,
the best dates begin with Ihe show that is
followed by a bite to eat. It always
sounded good to tell my girlfriends that
we went to the show and then had a bite
to eat And if we didn't have a bite to eat.
1 would tell my girlfriends we weren't

news
Lerrers
snow removal cut
With the University experiencing a
financial crunch, various programs and
services have had to be cut. It seems that
the administration not only has financial
experts, but also expert meteorologists
They must believe that since snow
removal on weekends and evenings has
been cut from the budget it will not snow
during these times. The University
oddsmaker must have figured that even
with snow, the odds of someone slipping
on icy. snow covered sidewalks and
stairs will be low The ambulance
service picks up students every now and
then who have fallen anyway on the (ice
free? i sidewalks.

his room on weekends and evenings. But
if he decides to go out. like to a night
class, he can place bets on how far he
will get.
So when a student calls the I'ealth
Center because he fell and hurt himself,
he can be relieved to know that while he
is wailing to see the doctor (who is on
call on weekends i he can catch up on the
affairs of the University in the latest
Alumni Magazine
Brad Reitz
Student I'ealth Center

hungry. Not being hungry was cool in
high school
Nobody went "out" just to go "out"
and be with each other. If there was
nothing to do. the couple could neverrely
on each other's company and
conversation to fill the evening. That was
too unstable. Too risky.
As I said earlier. Uncle. I am dating
here in college but it's just not the same
thing
Guys still pick up girls at their
residences They drop them off the
following morning after The Bunky
Clown cartoon show But the going "out"
part is different.
A girl doesn't expect a guy to say
where they are going when he picks her
up. I'e just comes over and they sit in the
lobby or living room. They talk, watch
television and listen to records. A real
old fashioned date with Boone's Farm
wine and bagels.
IN COLLEGE. WHEN your girlfriends
call for a report on the date, they're not
concerned where you went. All they want
to know is what you did. When you tell
them you talked, watched tv and listened
to records, they want to know what else
you did. So you tell them vou had some
wine and bagels Then in their "nobody
justs sits and talks for five hours" voice,
they start making implications.
Dating at Bee Gee is an entirelydifferent experience in itself. Everything
depends on who you date
First of all. there's Mr Cultural Pe's
the guy who takes girls to the plays and
concerts on campus. Pe tells her he can't
understand why these events are so
poorly attended.
Students on this campus have no
culture he says. Pe just oozes with his
intelligence in the arts that he fails to
enjoy the performance by counting the
number of concerts he attended thus far
this quarter.
Mr. Right. Pe takes a girl to all the
good places No campus movies for this
fellow, he's willing to pay to see a second
run flick downtown."Pow about a bite to
eat?", he says. This guy is comfortable
to be with because he reminds you of the
old high school days. You do the same
thing the next time he takes you out.

Then the same thing again You gain 20
pounds dating this guy and then he drops
you for some thin girl who wants a bite to
eat.
MR. CASUAL. No show No meal. No
action. Pe talks about how queer getting
a bite to eat is. Pe tells you how straight
he was in high school and how free he is
now. You admire his free style and love
of life, yet you wonder why he is never
hungry.
Mr. Impress. This guy blows his wad of
cash on the first date and then he takes
you on the cheap date tour Pell spend a
little money on you once a quarter and
then he slacks off for three months
Dating this guy is only the beginning ol
the dutch-treat hassle
Don't get me wrong. Uncle. I'm not
complaining. I'm just finding it harder
each day to go "out" and still try to be
"in" without gaining weight, starving or
getting myself into trouble with wine and
bagels.
Maybe I'll become a librarian
Your loving niece.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment
on any other letter, column or
editorial. We ask. however, that
guest columns not be written in
direct response to any other
published editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum
of 300 words, typewritten. We
ask that columns be no more than
four typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
taste.
Letters and columns should
include the author's address and
phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News. 106 University Pall.

SO THE STUDENT now can play the
odds game too. Pe is safe if he stays in
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Regarding John Pitman's recent
criticism of the editorial policies of The
BG News-Amen
Why not stick to something more
within your scope? Your classifieds are
great

Retiring Ohio State University President
Novice G. Fawcett on higher education:
"Far <M loaf, then have .
Machwi Me hivaivcd with research or
with varleai aveaaei ef self.
I who have eearived their
I af anaer atteatlei. Thar* we*
nay have hern ether aalveriity
IgtfMyafslalUrthM."

see they're going into Phase 2 of the new German agreement."
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U.S. escorts ships to Aleutians

Soviets face fishing violations
WASHINGTON (AP)-Two
Soviet fishing vessels headed
southward out of the North
Bering Sea toward Adak. in
the Aleutians, under U.S.
escort late yesterday after
giving up efforts to resist
arrest for fishing in U.S.
territorial waters.
The two ships were being
escorted by the icebreaker
Storis The Coast Guard
vessel had placed boarding
parties on both Soviet
vessels, and then had to
pursue one and threaten to
fire across its bow. in order
to halt its escape attempt
After hours of silence on
the incident. Coast Guard
headquarters here said late
in the day that the Soviet

vessels had indicated their
readiness to proceed to
Adak. 600 miles to the south,
to face charges of fishing
violations
A buoy tender based at
Adak. the cutter Balsam, is
en route to the area and will
act as an additional escort,
the Coast Guard said
■■IT SHOULD

Uke

the

vessels two days to get to
Adak from their present
position." the announcement
added
The word came from the
Coast Guard's district office
in Juneau
Earlier the Russians
reportedly had proposed that
a responsible Soviet official
represent the fishing-boat
captains to avoid forcing the

vessels, one of them the
mother ship of the Soviet
fishing fleet, to undertake
the long and time-consuming
journey.
The
Coast
Guard
reportedly denied the
request.
It still was not clear just
what the Soviet vessels
would be charged with.

Earlier

Coast

Guard

Language
committee
organizes

I '

*•*'■*"*#**•*• "T

Globe
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Ye», Isabella, the world it round, and this fish-eye shot of the
inner campus and Administration Bldg. seems to prove the
point.

Union endorses Muskie
By Associated Press
Edmund S Muskie. who
has made a campaign fixture
of picking up VIP endorsements, added a significant
one yesterday with a nod of
support from the strong
American Federation of

State. County and Municipal
Employees.
The Maine senator also
opened a new campaign
headquarters in Washington
with the help of actor I'enry
Fonda, and launched a Youth
Coalition for Muskie

Grant funding rises
in past six months
Nearly f 1.120.000 in grants
for research, public service
projects, workshops and
other areas was awarded to
the University during the
first half of the 1972 fiscal
year
The figure, which was
reported lo the Board of
Trustees at its last meeting,
represents an increase of
almost $100,000 over the
amount received during the

John S. Cheetwood.
Bowling Green attorney and
city prosecutor announced
yesterday that he will be a
Republican candidate for
prosecuting attorney of
Wood County
Cheetwood. 27. has been
prosecutor of the Bowling
Green Municipal Court since
June. 1970 and is a partner in
the law firm of Kurfess.
Williamson & Cheetwood

Wide
Span

"Lika ° b,id9* »"•' troubled wo tart. . ."sing Simon and
Gorfunkle. This portion of the Brooklyn Bridge in Now York
appears almost harp-like in tho late-day light.

Coed Annapolis nominee

Persons interested in
working on an ad hoc
committee to study foreign
language requirements in
the College of Arts and
Sciences are invited to an
organizational meeting at 7
tonight in Moseley Hall
According to Bill Arnold,
sophomore i Ed. i. and one of
the committee's organizers,
the study is being
undertaken solely on student
initiative, with some support
from the Student Body
Organization

Cheetwood
to run for
prosecutor

headquarters here had
refused to confirm or deny
information previously
released by its Juneau
office.
THE EARLIER reports
said parties from the
icebreaker Storis had
boarded the 362-foot factory
ship Lamut. flagship of an
80-vessel Soviet fishing fleet,
and the 278-foot stern
trawler Kolyvan. Tuesdaynine miles off uninhabited
St Matthew Island
The skipper of one of the
ships, and the fisheries
director of the Soviet fleet
were held under arrest
aboard the Storis
The Coast Guard said then
the seized vessels had been
charged with violating the
U.S. 12-mile contiguous
fishing zone

same six-month period lasl
year.
Almost
$400,000
was
awarded for public service
projects while more than
$225,000 came from the
federal
government
and
private
sources
for
research
Development grants from
the National Science
Foundation to upgrade the
department of psychology
lolaled $216,000
Other funds received were
used for sponsored institutes
and workshops held at the
University, salaries for
visiting
professors and
student aid

The labor endorsement
was unusual in that it came
so early, before either party
has picked a nominee
Jerry Wurf, president of
the 525.000-member union,
said "we've got to move
early'' to rally around a
candidate and counter fragmentation within the Democratic party
The union endorsed Lyndon Johnson in 1964 and
Hubert Humphrey in 1968.
but only after the parly had
named them as nominees.
Wurf said leaders of the
union were polled on the
endorsement and an overwhelming majority backed

Muskie.
'Obviously in an nrganiz.i*
lion of our size, some of our
members will be supporting
other candidates.'' Wurf said
in a Washington news conference.
"But it is our belief that if
Ihe Democratic parly is to
win in November, it must
unite early around its strongest and best. And the strong-

CONGRATULATIONS TO

ALPHA GAM'S NEWEST
MOST HONORABLE
INITIATED
UNDERGRADUATE

SUE EDMOND

Frank Stone leaves A
ON YOUR MIND ...

est and best is. in my opinion. Sen Kd Muskie.
l.anny J Davis, national
youth coordinator on the
Muskie campaign staff,
announced at another news
conference the formation of
the Youth Coalition He said
Muskie already had won
endorsement from more
than 500 student body
leaders in 47 slates
Sen Henry B. Jackson,IDWash.I, another presidential
hopeful,
campaigning in
Oklahoma, told that slate's
legislature yesterday that
the nation's greatest problem is uncertainty.
"The most troublesome
condition the nation faces
today is uncertainty.'' Jackson said, "uncertainty about
governmental
policies,
uncertainty about sources of
supply, uncertainty aboul
industry's ability to deliver
the needed fuels in the clean
form the public demands."

ANN
ARBOR. Mich
lAPi-'It all starred as sort
of a joke.'' says 18-year-old
Valerie Schoen. nominated
for admission as the first
woman at the U.S. Naval
Academy at Annapolis
Ms Schoen, a University
of Michigan freshman, said
it came as a surprise lo her
and she had given up hope.
The 5-foot-l blonde was
nominated by Rep John
McDonald. iR-Mich.i. who
said today lhat Ihe coed was
one of 13 candidates named
for two openings at the academy allotted his congressional district.
'One thing that impressed
me was her explanation that
she was seeking the nomination because she wanted to
receive the best education
possible and to serve her

country. McDonald said
"There's never been a girl
at Annapolis, and I think this
will be a good tesl case I
hope they judge her not
because she is a woman but
on her ability alone "

MS. SCHOEN, whose
home in the Detroit suburb
of Redford Township, said
her brother suggested as
sort of a joke last year that
she apply to the academy
"because I'm looking for the

American party leader
urges Byrd candidacy
RICHMOND, Va >.Wins Sen Harry F. Byrd Jr.
i Ind-Va i has been urged to
run (or vice pii'sidonl on a
ticket lo be headed by
Alabama Gov George C.
Wallace
The trial balloon was
launched yesterday by T.

Coleman Andrew Jr of
Richmond. Ihe president of
the American party
"1 would be happy for the
ticket lo be either a WallaceByrd or a Byrd-Wallace
ticket."'
said
Andrews
"They
are
both
independents, you know."

Election spending bill passed
WASHINGTON (API-The
House passed the federal
election
spending-controls
reform bill yesterday and
sent it to President Nixon.
Backers called
the
legislation a landmark in
bipartisan cooperation to
curb the escalating cost of
running for the presidency,
vice presidency. Senate and
House.
Nixon in 1970 vetoed a bill
to limit election spending for
radio and TV on grounds it
didn't cover other media,
but he is expected to sign the
current measure
It includes broadcasting.

best possible education in
Russian that 1 can get.''
She said she has been planning a career of interpreting
or translating for the State
Department after completing her studies

newspaper magazine and
outdoor advertising plus
paid-telephone campaigns.
I'honing by volunteers
would nol be charged to a
candidate. Hoslage for mass
mailings is excluded.
Along
with selling a

formula limiting what
office-seekers can spend on
these items, the bill is
designed to seal financial
reporting and disclosure
loopholes and to reflect
modern campaign-practice
realities.

Andrews made the
comment after being asked
what he thought of Wallace's
entering the
Florida
presidential primary as a
Democrat rather than as a
representative of the
American party.
"I never try to second
guess Gov. Wallace," said
Andrews "He has more
innate abilities
and
understandings in the field of
politics than any public
leader lknow."
Andrews said the party's
executive committee will
meet in Chicago Jan. 28 to
decide on the date of its
nominating
convention
Toledo has been tabbed as a
tentative site.
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Seeks University ties

Shelter trains disabled
workshop director,
the
handicapped
•clients"',
ranging from 16 to 54 years
of age. are given the
opportunity to work with
each other, as well as to
become acquainted with
principles used in everyday
production and interaction.
Pearl divides the clients
into two categories,
terminal
and
transient
cases
Most of the work involving
persons
classified
as
terminal cases is done in the
workshop
In
transient

By Jim Carey
The Wood County Shelter
Workshop cares
(or
approximately 40 Wood
County residents who would
otherwise not receive the
attention they need
The workshop funded by
and under the direction of
the Mental I'ealth and
I'ygiene
Uepl .
trains
mentally and physically
handicapped people in
various skills and helps them
utilize these skills in
subccintraciM.il operations
According to Jerry Pearl-.

cases, the workshop trains

Man's body found
in Toledo bear pit
Skeldon said that in order
to get into the pit. the man
would have had to climb a
guard rail, cross six feet of
lawn, then drop 14 feet into a
moat
that
separates
spectators from the bears
The bears can climb down
into the moat, he said
'We don't know who it is
or how he got in there."
Skeldon said
My guess is
it was suicide "
I'e said the incident was
the first of its kind at the
zoo

TOLEDO, i AIM -The hall
eaten body of a man was
pulled from the polar bear
pit at the Toledo zoo
yesterday
Zoo
director
Philip
Skeldon said the body was an
adult male with a beard
'■From the waist down he
was pretty well eaten all
up. ' Skeldon said The legs
and everything was just
bone
It was a gruesome
sight
Police were awaiting a
coroner's report

WE. at Something Different. THANK YOl the students "l He .SI ami citizens of Howling Green, 'or your
patronage ami overwhelming support "i our efforts to
bung Something Different in fine dining ■ • ■ Howling
Green We dedicate ourselves to proi ide onl\ the IH-SI
in our dining room ami new cocktail lounge
v. c are

the participants for possible
community employment
ACCORDING TO Pearl,
the workshop can provide a
beneficial service to the
University
by
providing
internships to graduate and
undergraduate students.
The center could also
provide a locale for
independent study projects,
especially
for education
methods courses, he said
"We can offer practical
experience that is real, in
opposition
to
problem
solving in books." said
Pearl
I'e said he would like to
see the center become
affiliated
with
the
University, so departments
could give credit for work
done at the workshop or
offer courses which would
permit students to actually
work with the clients
However he said he has not
received any responses from
the departments as yet
The workshop could
provide
valuable
experiences in many fields,
including speech and hearing
therapy, home economics,
industrial
and
special
education,
psychology,
marketing and sociology,
said Pearl
"If the University would
realize that we are in their
own backyard, they wouldn't
have to send the students to
Toledo for
practical
experience." he said
Till: WORKSHOP will be
moved to a location on
Gypsy I.ane Road within the
next year, according to
Pearl
The new location will have

many "extras." including a
woodworking station, spray
painting and antique
refinishing station, arts and
crafts station, kitchen, four
welding booths and a
maintenance and custodial
bay.
With the extension of the
shelter workship. more
outside help will be needed,
especially in the welding
compartments, Pearl said.
In order to present its
operations to the University,
the workshop is holding an
open house for invited
University officials at its
location on Hrim Road.
Sunday from 2 to 6 p.m. An
open house for the public is
planned for next month

By Scott Scredon
Stall Reporter
The Cluster College-an
experimental teaching program which permits students to live and learn
together-has been under
way for only three weeks,
yet student and faculty reactions to the early stages of
the program seem favorable
Cluster College members
meet for three hours each
Monday. Wednesday and
Friday to discuss topics in
humanities, such as
•perceptions'"
and
"values."
One hundred students,
mostly underclassmen, are
enrolled in the program, centered in Prout Pall
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"You can see that men
like John Adams valued
freedom, while some of the
other people thought their
property rights were more
important.'' he said. "It's
something the average history book doesn't tell you."
COULTER said he and his
roommate are writing songs,
and plan to do a soundtrack
for a movie another person

in the college is filming.
Dr. Richard Carpenter,
professor of English and one
of the seven faculty advisors
in the college, said he likes
teaching in the Cluster
College
it s better because of the
constant contact with
students, both in and out of
classes." he said.
Dr. Carpenter said he and
Dr. Michael Moore, professor of history, played
parts in the informal production of "1776."
"There's a great deal of
opportunity to interact." he
said it's the kind of learning experience that students
really profit from."

on second alleged massacre
By Robert A. Dobkin
AP Military Writer
WASHINGTON tAI'i-The
Pentagon refused yesterday
to disclose details of the
second alleged massacre
near My Lai, asserting, that
disclosure might prejudice
judicial reviews of the sen-

SYLVIA llnrakos. fresh

Thanks to all the old
Chi Omega officers

tence of 1.1 William L.
I'alley Jr.
Defense
department
spokesman Jerry W Friedlicim said this is the judgment of the Defense Department's legal experts, but he
was unable to offer an
explanation for the reasoning behind it
Friedheim maintained this
opposition even after newsmen noted the Army previously had slated that the
events at My Lai and at the
nearby hamlet of My Khe on
March 16. 1968. were not
related
CALLEY IS the only
soldier convicted of a crime
at My Lai. Under house
arrest at Ft Benning. Ga .

he is awaiting the outcome of
judicial reviews of his life
sentence for the murder of 22
Vietnamese civilians. That
sentence already has been
reduced to 20 years.
Reporter Seymore Hersh.
who won a Pulitzer prize for
first publicizing the My Lai
slayings. has reported previously undisclosed details
of an alleged second massacre at My Khe during the
same operation by units of
the same task force.
Writing in the current
issue of New Yorker magazine. Ilersh said he based his
information on the Peers
report, the Army's still
classified investigation of
the My Lai incident headed
by Lt Gen William Peers.

Pizza Drivers Do

Congratulations From
The Brothers Of Sigma Chi

Accept Tips!

To:
PINNINGS

NEWL0VE
APARTMENTS
Leasing September 15th to June 15th
$65.00 each student

JERGEN'S
SKIN LOTION

Orpheus.'"
McGuinness
said
Coulter said he related the
topic of "values" taught in
classes to the colonial
Constitutional
Convention
play "1776."

Pentogon refuses disclosure

Chi Chi

FURNISHED

SAVI
MORI

MACLEANS
TOOTHPASTE

Faculty Stung Quartet and
an inlnMii,il production of
the play "1776 "
Generally, students seem
to like the closeness created
by knowing everyone in the
Cluster College They also
appreciate the time they
have for individual projects
"The college gives you a
lot of freedom to work on
what you want to work on,"
said l.inda Seeger. freshman
i Ed I. "Bight now I'm writing poetry and doing art
work, and I always have
someone to refer to if I want
help." she said

Love

RIO. SAVI
7<t<
SO<

GILLETTE

• OOUftli I lieI
• PACK Of 10

Orpheus" and "Woodstock."
a performance by the

JAVI
MORI

, 22 INCH SIZE

SUPER STAINLESS

man IA&SI. likes the idea
of people learning from each
other
"It's good to look at people
just as people, without competing against them.'' she
said
According to Mike
McGuinness.
freshman
IA&SI. and Mike Coulter,
sophomore IA&SI. the outside events attended by the
tribe are related to the
classes in the Cluster
College
"Instead of talking about
who won the football game
or asking someone what girl
he's taking out tonight, we
come back and talk about
the political values of "Black

You did a great job!

FOAM
WIG HEAD

Rio. SAVI
••«
JO«

The Wood County Shelter
Workshop trains mentally and physically
handicapped persons in the knowledge and practical application of skills.

into three groups, including
the tribe, which consists of
all 100 students: the clan,
which is planned by the
faculty and includes six
groups of about IB persons
each: and the family, which
is composed of six or seven
persons picked by the students themselves.
On Friday mornings, the
tribe meets to discuss subjects considered in family
meetings during the week
The lube also attends outside events as a group.
Already member* have seen
two movies.
"Black

]09

nth . 3S0 inch..
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Workshop

Prout experience profitable'
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SPECIALS AVAILABLE AT
GRAY'S STADIUM PLAZA
STORE ONLY.
1616 E WOOSTER ST
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Leasing June 15th to September 15th
$130.00 per month

Phi Kappa Psi
Rush Party

Tom Korpowski - Colleen Moff
Chuck Franklin - Becky Harris
Joe Glasmire - Sandy Graham

KNGAGKMF.NTS
Dan Cahill - Val Young
Mark Nixon - Sue Arbogast
John Brenneman - Debbie Cook

TONIGHT

WEDDINGS

7:30 - 9 PM

Dave & Lydia Mefferd
Tom & Karen Devon
Rick & Pom Tyminski

Each Apartment Includes:
Two Bedrooms
Carpeted and diapes

COME HEAR CHARLIE FLOWERS

tt»f !»»•••*»»»»»>»» ftf*t»f*m»**ttn—*—i

Approximately 31 feet of storage
Coppeitone stove and matching teftigeiatoi
Sepaiate an conditioning and heating system

CONTAC
CAPSULES
• PACK OF 10

Gis. water, sewage furnished

JOHNSONS
BABY SHAMPOO
• 16 OUNCt
• No more leiis"

99'

IJJtlMVI
MZI MORI
SPECIALS THRU SUN . JAN. 23

RIGHTS TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Fout persons each apaitment
All buildings lie new
Located ihree blocks from campus

NEWL0VE REALTY
321 South Main St.
Phone 353-7311 or 352-5161

AT THE

U.A.O. SIDE DOOR
HE IS GOING TO BE IN THE
CARNATION ROOM THIS FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY STARTING AT 8:30 —ADMISSION IS ONLY 25C

Th. to N.w., Thursday. Jonuory 10. 1972/P«f«£

Criminal code hearings begin
COLUMBUS i AP)- A sixyear-old proposal to rewrite
Ohio's 157 year old criminal
code took a major step
forward yesterday
The House Judiciary
Committee began hearings
on a House Resolution
adopted June 23. 1965 that
proposed the revision
Only four members of the
19-membeT committee were
on hand as hearings began on
the crirqlMk«gi».proposal
and on «r*TI #(give added
protection to consumers
with credit problems

91 Canton I. who cosponsored the criminal code
bill but is not a committee
member, said some of
Ohio's criminal statutes date
back to 1788
They were
aimed, he said, at governing
the
entire
Northwest
Territory.
THE CRIMINAL code
package has been under
study
by
various
subcommittees several
limes since it was first
proposed
The full
committee hearing is the
first step toward gaining full

Rep. Robert E.Levitt, i R-

floor consideration.
The bill would repeal 536
sections of criminal law in
Ohio and enact 231 new
sections to take their place.
"The net result is a
compact, yet complete, set
of laws meeting modern
needs for defining acts
considered criminal by
today's society,''
Levitt
said
The credit bill is part of a
two-bill consumer practices
package
The consumer
practices portion has passed
both hobses and was left in a
conference committee when
the legislature recessed last
Saturday until Feb 29

REP.

RICHARD

G

Reichel. iR-92 Massillonl.
chairman of a subcommittee
that heard the consumer
credit bill, told the full
Judiciary committee that
the
proposal
is
controversial.
"Any way you look at it,
it's going to be a
controversial
piece of
legislation.'' he added The
bill, aimed mainly at the
consumer, tightens present

legislation
governing a
buyer's legal rights
It would require a court
order for a finance company
or other lender to repossess
personal possessions, such
as furniture.
Committee Chairman

Kathleen Cain, freshman
tB.A.i. has become the first
woman to declare a major in
Environmental
Administration at the University.
matt?"
Ms Cain said she decided
to major in this field because
she is interested in ecology
and thinks that through
business
the
pollution
problem can be solved
realistically
i want to do something
about our environment, not
just scream slogans." she
said
She said she thinks thai

for 'Hour' slated

Billy York (left) and Dan OeWitt stand
in front of the Union selling tickets to
Youth Hockey Night. The event will be
held Friday in the Ice Arena.

Laotian church leader
to speak here on war
Rev
Chanthone Koun
thapanya. a leader of the
Evangelical Church of Laos,
will speak in the Wayne
Room. Union, al 2 p ni
Friday
Kounthapanya will talk on
The Spiritual and Moral
Struggles ol the Indochina
War
l'e was one of 25 international participants m a
conference on the Indochina
war and related Issues held
Jan 13-16 in Kansas Citj
Mo The conference is pan
nf "An Ecumenical Wil
ness.
a now nationwide
movement sponsored by
Protestant. Roman Catholic.

Orthodox and Jewish
leaders
The Ohio Council of
Churches is coordinating
Kounthapanya appearances,
and the I'niied Christian
Fellowship lUCFl is arranging his Bowling Green visit.
Kounthapanya was a
member of the first Paris
Consulation on Vietnam, and
is involved m community
development projects undorlaken In cooperation with
Catholics and Asian Christian Service
Kounthapanya
will be
available for Informal conversation Bl the I't'K center
al 4 [i in Friday

The meeting to be held in
the basement of Williams
I'all. will be a planning
session for the "Pour of
Understanding" which is
scheduled for Thursday. Jan
27. from 3 to 5 p.m in Ihe
Carnation Room. Union
The get-together was
started last year and is being
continued this year to give
foreign students and American students a chance to
meet and talk.
Dr. L. Edward Shuck,
director of international programs, said he thinks this is
a good chance for American

"Well stay with it for
several weeks." Tullev said

Coed declares
ecology major

Planning session
An organizational meeting
to plan an "l!our of Under
standing" between American and foreign students will
beheld tonight al 5 30 in the
International Center

Rep Joseph Tulley iR-37
Mentori. taking Reichels
advice, promised thorough
hearings on every aspect of
the bill

and foreign students to gel lo
know one another
Anyone interested in helping with the program should
attend the planning session
tonight

often scientists and
businessmen cannot agree
on solutions to pollution
problems
"This field can act as a
mediator
between
the
scientist
and
the
businessman," she added
Ms Cain is interested in
ecological city planning and
development, and plans to
work in city development
projects after graduation

She is one of 15 business
Students currently enrolled

m
Environmental
Administration.
I'm glad thai a girl has
come into this program."
said Dr
Harry Lasher,
assistanl dean in the College
of Business Administration
Dr Lasher and Dr V Kerry

Smith developed ihis major
There are numerous
opportunities in business for
qualified,
competent
females However, we don't
see loo many taking
advantage of
I li c s e
opportunities," Dr Lasher
said

Corsages for
Military Ball
also - Order ROSES

briQOOG

All lined up, but not quite ready to go, are these trucks at
Prudhoe Bay on Alaska's North Slope. The trucks are part of a
stockpile of equipment
and supplies to be used in the
construction of the trans-Alaska pipeline.

Madrid collegians strike
MADRID

lAPl

Thousands of students lefl
Madrid
I'niveisily
yesterday after police
banned gatherings and
clamped the campus under
tighi security
In contrast to violent
campus clashes thai have
rocked Ihe university the
past two days, students
streamed silently past

police
"They wouldn't let us in

Ihe classroom, said a lirst
year
medical
student
There has been lots ol talk
hut how can we decide on the
dean's ofler if we cannot

meet?"
Rector Jose fiolella I.lusia
had ollered to reopen talks
with
suspended
medical
students il they returned to

classes
The dispute started last
November when medical

students began boycotting
Classes lo demand pay for
working in hospitals in their
seventh and final year ol
study
They asked that
university courses end aftei
six years.
The showdown came Jan
U after students stoned the
medical dean's office and
overturned
his
car
University officials ordered
them back lo class or be
suspended

SUMMER JOBS
Guys & Gals needed for summer employment
at numerous locations throughout the nation
including National Parks, Resort Areas, and
Private Camps. For free information send self
addressed, STAMPED envelope to Opportunity Research, Dept. SJO. Century Building. Poison, MT 59860.
APPLICANTS MUST APPLY EARLY.

Eric Pflum
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UCF renews plea for tutors
The
United
Christian
Fellowship tUCFl renter
has begun a new type of
community service, according to Debi I'arper. project
co-coordinator
for
the
recently initialed tutoring
and recreation programs
■ Among the new services is
a tutoring project for 100
elementary school children
in Toledo An organizational

STADIUM VIEW

SUNOCO
SNAP ON
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
ROAD SERVICE
ALL TYPES OF
REPAIR WORK
24 HR. SERVICE

gram) to develop tutoring
methods, gather resource
material and solve problems
which arise for the tutors.

meeting was held Jan. 5 to
acquaint volunteers with the
project.
According to Ms. Harper,
sophomore (Ed. I. the meeting was well attended, but
only 40 students chose to
tutor in Toledo

students who have an Interest in tutoring one of these 60
pupils and who have the
hours between 3 and 6 p.m.
free either Wednesday or
Thursday."

"IN OTHER words, everything is set up and ready to
go; the means are available." she said
All that is
needed
now
are
more

"SINCE THE tutoring is
done on a one-to-one basis,
this leaves 60 children who
desperately need help with
their school work and who
won't be receiving it." she
said

Ms. Harper said she thinks
this is an unusual opportunity for students to help a

Children are tutored once
I week, on either Wednesday
or
Thursday
afternoons
between 3
and 6 p.m.
Transportation is provided
by UCF to and from Grace
UCC Community Center in
Toledo

CONCORD, N.H. (AP)-At
least three U.S. senators and
four members of President
Nixon's cabinet have plans
to campaign on his behalf in
the March 7 New Hampshire
primary, his state re-election
headquarters
said
yesterday.
Sen Lowell Weicker. (R( onii i, was scheduled to

Ms I'arper explained thai
(here is one student who is
devoting full time (through
the independent study pro-

address a youth rally in
Manchester Saturday, the
New Hampshire Committee
for the Re-election of the
President said.
Sens. Howard Baker and
William Brock, (both Ft
Tenn.). are expected to be in
the state in February.
When Nixon announced
recently that he would allow
his name to remain on the
New Hampshire primary
ballot, he said he would not
campaign
actively
until
after
the
Republican
National Convention.

1530 E WOOSTER

DOMINOS
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Housing

7 00.9 15

scheduled
a
Laconia Feb. 8.

speech

the lookout for unleashed dogs running around campus

It

seems they may have apprehended a suspect.

in

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
COPT

14 "Are we mice
T": 2 words.
15 Desdemona's
enemy.
16 Curved molding.
17 Acute problem
in clliea: 2
words.
19 Like Methuselah.
20 Very long lime.

Featuring
• BILL MONROE and the BLUEGRASS BOYS

21 Inkling.

• JIM & JESSEE and the VIRGINIA BOYS

He doesn't
break murder cases.

Lost quarter, campus safety officials warned that they'd be on

Gofcha!

Environmental
Director
William
Ruckelshaus has

ACROSS
1 Native of N.Z.
6 Brownlih ihade.
10 Parsley or tage.

• LESTER FLATT and the NASHVILLE GRASS

Detective
Harry Callahan.

cord.
Health
and
Welfare
Secretary Elliot L. Richardson will speak to the New
Hampshire Bar Association
Jan. 29.

Urban

BLUEGRASS EXPRESS

Sat. Sun at 2 10. 4 20.

isn't like any othn cop

and

Development
Secretary
George
Romney
has
scheduled a speech at a Feb.
12 dinner in Amherst.
Interior Secretary Rogeri
Morton has been listed as the
main speaker at a Feb. 4
fund raising dinner in Con-

'71 Gen'l Feiium Otro

mm^wwmm^mr^^w^istmwwwww^^mw^m

Eve ai 7 00. 9 15

Harry

TRANSPORTATION Secretary John A. Volpe was in
the state last week and was
expected to return next
month.

352-5221

THURSDAY IS
STUDENT NITE
$1.00

ideas
Anyone interested in tutoring in Toledo should contact
the UCF either by phone
(353-8912) or by stopping in
the center at the corner of
Thurstin and Ridge streets.

Nixon backers prepare
for March 7 primary

352-9012

*.

child on an individual basis
and to be exposed to and
develop some good teaching

22 Jabber.
24 Turns on a pivot.
26 Hand-to-hand

• JAMES MONROE and the MIDNIGHT RAMBLERS

He smashes them.

SUN. EVENING JAN. 23, 1972
Whitmer High School Auditorium in Toledo
5601 Clegg Drive
Toledo, Ohio

Show Time 8:00 P.M.

No Reserve Seats

Adults $3.00-Children 6-11 $1.00

fet*.

46 Simple sugar.

47
ef Troy.
49 Boa.
S3 Beau ideal.

55 "Surely," In
Madrid.
56 Tuck's i"in
Bsnlon.
(atnie'a maiden
name.
58 Popular dessert.
61
facto.
62 Caesar's
conquest.
63 Femme fatale.
64 Meat.
65 Swirl.

66 On the qui vive.
DOWN

17
do Diablo.
28 Prosy talker.

29 TV network.
32 Years of youth:
2 words.
36 French cltyl
3 words.
37 "The leaser of
two
"
38 Stand In
of.
39 Unalaskan.
40 Part of some
spectacles.
41 Frail flavor.
43 Jaicy drink.
44 Surfeit.

1 Small particles.
2 Indian weapon.

3 Native of
Muscat,
limp's cousin.
Paris of baseball
fields.
Cuts up.
VIP in India.
VIP in Turkey
Plane.
10 British statesman.
11 Kitchen utensil.
12 Section of film.

13 "Adam
"
18 Loafed.
23 Itubbcr Ire.
25
26
28
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
39

42

Small bottles.
Biblical lawgiver.
Side road.
Smear.
French states*
man.
Antitoxins.
Greedy.
London district.
Man's name.
Smooth.
Element of reference In geometry.
Stability.

44 Date in 2d MB.!
Rom.
45 "Gil Bias"
author.
48 Make an
(stop): 2 words.
49 Something superior: Slang.
50 Toughen.
51 More pleasant.

52 Eihausted.
53 Star in Draco.
54 Inside info.

55 Spade (or
weeding.
59 Cushion.
60 Trouble.

175 into domntoin Toledo. Follow 475 N turn it. on
Douglas Rd Fmt turn left on Alexis Rd 3 bits to Clegg

U5SBUSS

KSMM>

■mi

Acres of Fret Parkin,
Boftlirf
Green

— NOW PLAYING —

STADIUM

lC.wet*a2

Tat.

HMW

EVE. • 7:30. 9:30
SAT SUN 2. 3:46. 5:30. 7:30. 9:30

CLaSSIFIED ~«®*~

NOTE:
Thuisday is BGSU nite

All aiea students IDs required

CINEMA 1 is leased to RA expeditions
not apply lo CINEMA 1

WED thiu SAT

CAMPUS CALENDAR

CINEMA 2 only $1.00
and the $1 00 rate does

All pass lists also suspended in CINEMA I

WED

A MOVIE FOR ALL THOSE PEOPLE
WHO LOVED "SUMMER OF x42"
"LOVE STORY" and "DR. ZHIVAGO"!
SEE WHAT

RATED MOVIE YOUR

YOUR CHILDREN

WIFE OR GIRLFRIEND CAN

CAN SHOW
YOU ABOUT
LOVE!

ENJOY!

Thursday. Jan 20.1972

thiu

SAT

FINALLY, AN [x]

PAPO.S

Psi On Colloquium - 'Psycholinguistics or way Apes and
Computers Can't Talk
Open lo the public 4 pm 101
K
Psych Bldg
Outing Club. 100 Women's Bldg
Jan 29 musl attend the meeting

6 p m All going skiing

Spanish Club 208hatiel Pall. 6pm
Christian Science Testimonial meeting. I'rout Chapel

6 90pm

Euchre Tournament. Wayne Room. Union
Register in UAO Office Admission 25 cents

7 pm

The Great Chicago Conspiracy Circus 201 Paves Pall 7
p m Sponsored by Middle Class Youth Admission 75
cents
BGSU Fencing Club. South Gym. Women s Bldg 7 p m
All interested persons welcome
Campus Crusade for Christ. Faculty Lounge. Union. 7
pm
University Karale Club. Grand Ballroom. Union. 7 to 9
pm
Registration and information for new karate
classes
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship Ohio Suite. Union.
7 30pm Dr Bailer, associate prolessor of biology, will
lead a discussion on what actions students can take on
pollution and ecology

•

CUNT
EASTWQOP
WRTY
-II-®
ClINt f ASTWOOO t" OIWV MAHOY
A Ualpaao Company Pioducten
Co Sla"i*a HAIRY GUAROINO
RENI SAHTONl ■ AHOY ROBINSON
JOHN LARCH and JOHN VFRNON
M Tnt Mayo*' fiacut.-a P'OOWCOl
Robtil 0*iey - Soaanplay Oy Ma»fY
Julian'main u tinaandOaanRaifcnai
SKKV by Hany Julian l.i*4B M Ftf*
PfOduced and Duelled by Don S>voe'
PANAVISION- ■ ItCHNtCOlOR"
Watnpi B'OS A Kmn«y Company

KU.

i c«iouni> mn eaoeuetxtn •WTOSMMS M* ra.lt
•oui Muse*" mooucio *Jf**J

A DIFFERENT KIND OF LOVE STORY!

@-«.

STARTING SUNDAY-3 Days - Sun.-Mon.-.ues
Feature* - Eve. - 7:15, 9:30
Sat.-Sun. - 2:30, 4:40, 7:15, 9:30

^^BloodySunday'
Glenda Jackson RterRnch
mmrrtmm

srai

a—-4 w John Schlesinger

^LOsfffNDFWNl!^^^^^^^^^^^^"^™
Ride needed to Ashland
Lost Blk and Ian Airedale Friday. Jan 21 Will pay
Name
Nathan If found.
Cindy 2-4519
please call 352-50H or 172_
1598

Lost
Watch
7401

Ride needed to Kent or Esit
13 Jan 21 Call Dan 352-6256
Benrus Sealord
Reward Call S2-

Lost
1-year-old Mack cat
striking round green eyes.
little white on chest
Answers
to Malcom
Reward Call 1714521
Will the person who stole the
wallets from 41k floor
Chapman Friday night
please return the wallets
wilk ID s to the mam deskno quwtnas asked

HELP WANTED

Students lo eiecute various
programs oa your campus
Excellent pay
Write
Campus Services Agency
514 50th Street. Sandusky
Ohio. 44*70
Waitress Wanted Apply in
person. Pagliai s Ptua
Eipenenced accurate
typist, dissertations theses.
tatus,

RIDO

PERSONALS

Risk sssaanl to OU Jan 21.
Call Janet L 2-4715

Candy - To the Greatest
Big' From-your little

BEYOND
TPE
ORDINARY-CUSTOM
ENGAGEMENT RINGS
with or without diamonds
by PP1LIP MORTON at
TPE WORKING PAND
CRAFT CENTER 515
Connraut Parking in back.
tree
l/»k - Special S lbs dry
cleaning, onlv 12 SO
STADIUM
PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT 2 drs from
Lums
Clearance Sale at Valan's.
109 N Main 20'. off on all
Christmas and Collector's
plates We clear Inventory-you save
Are jobs scarce in your
field" Consider flying The
Air Force ROTC 2-year
program Call 172 2176
Neat
clean STADIUM
PLAZA LAUNDROMAT
with attendant on duty at all
times Open till 10 30 p m 2
drs IromLums
Didton- you sure had me
worried, but it was worth II
to get you as mv Big L & L.
Chrja
tier Phi Mu Sisters Just
two more days till our
tormal Lookout. WindsorHere we come'
Sherry - Glad you're my Big
Looking forward lo roaring
limes l.tL.SauK
J I'O 1 NEK. - Who could
ask for better guardian
•angels' ' Love. Nit Nit
Big Squeeg • I'm Pm Pm
PmPm Love. Little Patti
Gayle - North. South, east
aad west - My little is ike
beat' Li L Big Pat
Agnes • 1 glad we come to
Amencka - Happy 88.
Gladys

Chi Chi s«s onlv a bonus for
Saturday, "buns " Pave the
Bachelors ready'
Need asn.ni photos'' For
appointment call 353-5885
Pager Studios.
Jeannie ■ Congrats to you
and Jim on your DU pinning
Love, your Gamma Phi
sisters
1'hi Psi s ■ The tea was
really thumpin
We had a
greal time
The Gamma
Phis
Chi Chi thinks the baby owls
are great cooks Thanks
FOR SALE OR RENT
Goya 12-stnng. case.
mellow 21910 or 1-246-6762
collect
8-track tape plaver for amp
$40 8-track tapes 82 50 352
7791
62 K-85 station wagon good
condition 1150 354-1193 until

VH BUS 65 GOOD SPAPE
4ISS CPURCP.
For sale - Les Paul Custom
Call 353-3874 leave message
lor Rob
14 Zenith portable TV with
stand, ex cond 170 352-S6U
davs
SPEAKERS.
Good 352-0006

Pair

Big

Free rent - Falcon Sq Apis
1-2 bdrm
Call Steve
Messina 252 5334 alter 5
PATE living with a lot of
roommates'*'' Need one
female roommate lo share
apt spnisg J52-0M6
Apt to sublet. I bdrm
furnished call Wayne. 352
4222
Studenta. FacwMy - 2 tsr-1
bath 2 br-l's hack I hr-2
bath. 818* tat] up, ' Call

Pendlrlon Realty 3533641
4 Bdrm home 211 Eberlv
Call 353-1735 or 1S3-66S5
Wanted
Male roomamte
Urgent' Call3520011
Need ■ female rm spring lor
apt Rent discount Call Ntta
352-5729
M r-mate 5 room
175 mo 354 3302

apt

M needed lor house win
and or spr qtr »65 mo 3540S2I
I F roommate needed Feb
I. 1 bdrm apl between
downtown and campus
170 mo incl util 152-2751
Two female roommates
needed ■ Cherry Pill-Call
352-5628 alter 5 30
Free rent • One bedroom
furnished apartments for
rent 1135 per month Call
152 5747 after 4 p m
1 or 2 female r-mates needed
spring quarter 352-6395
2 girls lo share apartment
spring and or summer
Reasonable rales Contact
M J 152-9372
Need F-rmte spr qtr. 6-min
walk to campus Call 152OHO
Needed One F roommate
immediately Call 351*541
after 5
I F rmte needed sprn qlr
Call 3624MC5
M or F lo share apartment
own room
Dennis
Ellenburg. US 4th St. 3rd
floor. NU apt
I or 2 rmmates needed CPEAP • Spg-sum qtr 3528418
1 fern to share house with 5
others, near campus. 826
mo Pb 353*065

'

Th. iG N.w., Thursday, Jonuocy 20. 1*72/Pat* 7

Form caucus sanctuary

Negotiations to resume

Churches aid protestors
PALO ALTO. Calif. (AP)The congregations "of 14
churches in eight California
cities are offering sanoluary-with hot meals and
sleeping bags-to soldiers and
sailors who don't want to go
to war.
The Presbyterian Quaker.
Roman
Catholic and
Lutheran
congregations
belong to the "A Sanctuary
Caucus." formed last October after nine protestors in a
San Diego Catholic church
refused to sail to Vietnam on
the aircraft carrier
Constellation.
They later were taken
back to the ship.
Clergymen who formed
the Sanctuary Caucus say
they will not block arrests or
hide the fact that men are
inside
But they believe by throwing an entire congregation's
support behind antiwar
servicemen they can demonstrate wide-spread public
opposition to the war.
LATEST TO take sane
tuary is a former high school
football player from a
Detroit suburb who has
camped alongside his
parents in sleeping bags
between the pews of the
First Presbyterian church in

Palo Alto since Monday
night He is the only serviceman currently in sanctuary
here.
Richard Larson. 19.
Redford. Mich., said he
thinks the war is a "pointless
waste of human life
I'e failed to show up as
ordered 11 days ago on the
carrier Midway, anchored in
San Francisco Bay. The
Navy has declared him an
unauthorized absentee. Its
version of AWOL.
Folksinger Joan Baez and
300 church members sang at
a special service and supporters have brought food
for Larson and his parents
who flew here last Thursday
in support.

LARSON'S

in dockworkers strike

chaplain and legal officer
would try to talk Larson into
coming back voluntarily.
Any decision about arresting
him must come from the
Pentagon. Harris said.
The 14 congregations, also
located in Oakland. La Jolla.
Mann City and Wayward,
agreed to join the caucus by
various methods.
The Rev Anthony Meyer.
S.J.. associate clergyman at
St. Anns Catholic church
here, said the Friends, or
Quakers, agreed by a concensus at meetings. The
clergy of the Catholic
churches made their decisions and the elected elders
voted at the Presbyterian
churches, he said

Now, before anyone goes leaping (or a
chair, let it be known that "Moute" is a
pet, belonging to photographer Keith
Mttaft.

FATHER.

Robert, a truck dispatcher
and former Marine, said the
family has opposed the Vietnam war from the start and
although it's costing a lot of
money to fly here, "it's a lot
better to be with our son
than lolling on some beach in
the Bahamas."
Larson, a fireman with one
Vietnam tour under his belt,
said he read about California's sanctuary churches
in the Stars and Stripes.
fapt William Harris of
the Midway said toe ship's

Seismic data recorded
WASHINGTON
(APIRecorded earth tremors
from the huge underground
nuclear blast at Amchitka
Island last November have
yielded information that
promise to help toward
predicting and even
mitigating
natural
earthquakes.
the
government said yesterday.
The
Commerce

Department reported that
the code-named Cannikan
test "produced some of the
most precise seismic data
ever recorded for a tremor,
natural or manmade."
Although environmentalists feared that it might
cause serious hard, offficials
said the blast triggered no
natural earthquakes or tidal
waves.
However, the hefty.
magnitude -7 earth shock
from the detonation itself
temporarily shook the lonely
island at least 1.5 inches up
and down and 2.3 inches
sideways, the report said. It
also created a tiny fault in
one area.
THE ATOMIC Energy
Commission
previously
reported that the blast,
equivalent to nearly five
million tons of TNT,
produced only minimal
environmental
damage,
killing some birds, fish and
other wildlife on the island.

Short hair
to replace
long style?
Tunnel

Iunn.l of love? WeU, hardly. But this shot of Poe Ditch lends a
rather picturesque view to a very functional waterway.

White House hints aid cut
WASHINGTON lAPi-The
White House warned yesterday the United States may
cut off aid to nations which
seize U.S. property without
compensation to its owners.
It stopped short, however,
of announcing an unqualified
suspension
of
U.S.
assistance in such cases.
The statement said that
the United States will presume" that new bilateral
economic benefits will not be
extended to the expropriating country unless steps
are taken to provide adequate compensation.

The statement also said
that the U.S. will presume
that support will be withheld
from loans under consideration in multilateral development banks.
The new policy, which has
been in preparation for
months, does not affect current expropriation cases
pending with the governments of Peru and Chile,
which have nationalized U.S.
mining interests.

right to expect that any taking of American private
property will be nondiscriminatory. that it will be
for a public purpose and that
its citizens will receive
prompt adequate and effective compensation from the
expropriating country

monthly bull sessions to
work out problems and plan
activities as they come ''
The purpose of
the
association is to promote
business in Bowling Green
and to encourage business
from neighboring cities like
Toledo and Detroit.
Fine said it will be
affiliated with the Ohio State
Restaurant
Association
through
the Toledo
Association.
"The. BG Restaruant
Association will increase
relations
between
our
restaurants, and I feel that a
lot of things will evolve from
this in the future." he added

COLUMBUS (API- The
official spokesman for Ohio
barbers says the long hair is
a fading fad.
"We feel the long hair
trend is reversing it has
peaked.'" said
Edwin
Jeffers. president of the
State Barbers Board.
"You'll see more shorter
type hair."
Jeffers said the trend is
going from the real long hair
to more styled medium
lengths. "We're trying to get
men to come in weekly for
shampoos and styling, like
women going to the beauty
parlor." he said

"NOAA SEISMOLOGISTS
expect to extract significant
new information on the
casual
mechanisms of
earthquake aftershocks, and
hope to be able to apply that
knowledge to an improved
understanding of natural
earthquake
sourcemechanisms
"Because this work might
apply
to
natural
earthquakes,
it
holds
particular promise for
scientists
studying
earthquake prediction and
mitigation techniques."
The
report
said.
"Scientists in the United

States and in other nations
used the seismic waves
emanating from Amchitka
as a window' to the earth's
interior."
Other benefits may be
toward helping produce
earthquake-resistant build- •
ings and studying the theory
of "continental drift." it
said

"PLEASE BE advised we
shall be ready to resume
negotiations not later than
Monday. Jan 31. or earlier if
possible." Bridges' letter
said
He said his negotiators
were reporting to their union
locals and reviewing the
status of the dispute, and
"should our committee be
available sooner than the
above date. I shall contact
you"
Earlier. James Robertson.
I'MA secretary, said the
employers were willing to
reopen talks and were only
awaiting word from Bridges'
union
The walkout is a resump
lion of a 100-day strike that
was ended last Oct. 6 by a
Taft-Hartley back-to-work
order which expired Christmas day. Bargaining during
two later contract extensions failed to produce a
settlement
In Washington. Senate
Republican
leader Hugh
Scott said he expected the

White House to send Congress legislation to end the
strike by this weekend.
unless there is a settlement.
The Pennsylvania Republican said there was some
hope for agreement without
federal action, and in San
Francisco, federal mediator
Edwin M. Scott said: "If
there's a possibility of a
settlement, we expect to be
an instrument in achieving
it."

March
grads
Candidates for the
March graduation who
have not yet done so are
urged to place their
order for caps and
gowns immediately at
the University Bookstore in the Student Services Building. No cash
is needed at the time the
measurements are
taken
Graduation announcements will be available
about two weeks prior
to graduation. They are
priced at 20 cents each

Memorial exhibit slated
A
memorial exhibit
featuring the paintings of
Stephen
Magada.
a
University
associate
professor of art who died
last summer, will open at 2
p.m. Sunday. January 23, in
the Fine Arts Gallery of the
School of Art
The presentation of
Magada's last painting to the
University will highlight
3.15 p.m ceremonies with
John G. Eriksen. dean of the
Colleges of
Arts and
Sciences,
making the
presentation.
Dr. Frederick Eckman.
professor of English, will

read his poem, "I am going
to say." and the Bowling
Green String Quartet will
perform a selection by
Beethoven.
Magada's last painting.
"Otsego Park," was done in
1971
from
sketches
completed during the
summer of 1970 when the
artist explored the visual
resources of northwest Ohio
under a research grant
The painting was shown in
the Toledo Area Artists 53rd
Annual Exhibition in 1971
and received a third place
award.
A native of Youngstown,

Magada graduated from the
Cleveland School of Art and
Kent State University. He
received his masters degree
from the University of
Colorado
He
taught at the
University of Texas in
Austin.
Illinois State
University and had been at
Bowling Green since 1965.
The memorial exhibition,
which will include 40
paintings and 13 prints and
drawings, will continue
through Feb. 11. Gallery
hours are noon to 5 p.m. on
weekdays and 2 to 5 p.m. on
Saturdays and Sundays.

ATTENTION
STUDENTS

Bracelets
BGSU Jewelry
B6SU Charms
Other items at clearance prices
throughout the store

Mon.-Tue.-Wed.-Sot.
9:30-6
Thur. 9:30-7, Fri. 9:30-8

UAO Euchre Tournament
BRING A PARTNER

STADIUM VIEW across from Bowling
Green Stadium is now taking applications
from mature students for winter quarter.
You and two or three of your friends can
live in a beautifully furnished 2 or 3 bedroom suite for as little as $85.00 per person.
See this great value today!

Stadium

tfjpiif apartments

THURS. - JAN. 20
WAYNE ROOM

As the most powerful
underground blast detonated
in the western world.
Cannikan apparently opened
the way to making the
Spartan
anti-ballistics
missile fully operational, the
A EC has said.
Monday's report by the
Commerce Department's
National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
said it might take a year to
fully analyze the data But in
listing "probable results,"
the report said:

president of the employers'
Pacific Maritime Association, which confirmed a verbal agreement to resume
talks

Pierced Earrings

The statement said that in
the future the U.S. has a

Local restaurateurs
form new association
Approximately 30 people
attended the first meeting of
the
Bowling
Green
Restaurant
Association
Tuesday afternoon at
Something
Different
Restaurant. 945 South Main
St.
Frank Fine, a 69 graduate
of the University and
manager of the Something
Different, said he was
"really pleased" with the
meeting.
Chuck Abde. president of
the
Northwest
Ohio
Restaurant Association also
attended
Fine added. "The
association will mainly be

SAN FRANCISCO, Calif
(APl-The striking West
Coast longshoremen's union
and shippers have agreed to .
resume negotiations as soon
as possible, union President
Harry Bridges announced
yesterday.
The announcement that
talks would be reopened by
Jan. 31 at the latest came as
the White House prepared
legislation that would force
the strikers back to work
The renewed strike by
13.000 dock workers closed
24 Pacific ports after
negotiations ended Monday
morning
Bridges released copies of
a letter to Edmund Flvnn,

Campbell Hill Road and Route 6. Bowling Green

BATES & SPRINGER, Inc.

25c

MANAGERS:

352-5088

**• I/TIM M Nawt, Ihundmy, Imnuor, 20, If72
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Ex-brawler Gyles
now team leader

Falcons uphold losing streak
By JACK CARLE
Sports Editor

By FRED R. ORTLIP
AliUtut Sporli Editor
The scene is a year ago. or perhaps two years ago The
Falcon* are playing In any arena away Irom home in front of
a boiaterous crowd. One BG player is checked hard into the
boards. I.'e retaliates with an elbow to the other mans nose.
And before you know it Chuck Gyles is in the middle of the
scuffle trying his best to make amends for his teammate's
misfortune When the scene is cleared. Gyles finds himself
either doing lime in the penalty box or heading for the
showers.
While that situation often occurred the past two seasons,
it's virtually nonexistent in BG's latest campaign for
national recognition And Us a big reason why the Falcons
ripped off a 6-1 road trip which ended last Friday.
THE NEW-FOUNDED poise the Falcons have displayed
this season was never more apparent than in last Friday's
duel at Ohio State. In another year the Bucks would ve
rattled BG with a combination of overly rugged physical play
and an urging crowd.
They gave it a good try last weekend but it didn't work
And one of the guys responsible for holding the team
together in these explosive situations is.
you guessed it.
Gyles
The Falcon delenseman picked up a goal and four assists
that night and as a result now own all nine scoring records
for a BG delenseman This season he's tallied 36 points, one
more than all last year
BUT IT'S not just Charlie's scoring that explains the
team's 12-6 record, easily its best mark yet at this time of
the season "I've only got eight or nine penalties thic
season.'' he said And our power play is one of the best
around."
That night the Falcons zapped in four power play goals and
won. 6-3 I guess it s (the pucki just going in this year, the
team is winning and we're not pressing as in past seasons,"
Gyles speculated
"MY FIRST year 1 got about six game misconducts and
last year I had about three." he recalled Gyles was third on
the team in penalties his first year with 25 for 67 minutes.
Last season he was third with 15 for 62. But he began to show
signs of maturing the second half of the season.
•'I've settled down." he admits "When Coach gave me the
•A' (alternate captain i. it put a little more weight on my
shoulders But when you win like we've been doing you don't
get so uptight aboul the game. That's what 1 did the last two
seasons. That's when I got my misconducts."
Another reformer Charlie likes to talk about is Gord
McCosh, like Chuck, an Ajax. Ont . native Both grew up
together on the skating rinks back home. Both are balding it
out for the learns scoring leadership this season
"GORD'S SETTLED down a lot too." understated Gyles
"Pe's shown a lot of responsibility and has been a good
influence on the younger players." Thai's ironic since in past
seasons McCosh relished swinging his fist as much as
yielding his stick I'e did both well.
"By staying out of the penalty box. we're getting to play a
lot more." reasoned Gyles. "We're able to use our power
play line more, which is where I'm getting a lot of my
points." Ditto for McCosh, whose blinding slapshots from the
point are enough to take a goalie's head off. Nine of Charlie's
13 goals have been scored on the power play. McCosh has six
of 16
"I'VE TALKED TO guys on the other teams." Chuck went
on. "They say our power play is one o( the best they've
seen
With Glen Shirton, Gerry Bradbury. Pete Badour,
Mike Bartley. McCosh and Gyles taking regular turns in
those situations, it's little wonder.
"Glen is the big man on the power play." said Chuck "Ha
stands in front of the goaltender and he doesn't get moved "
That results in a large number of screened goals for the
Falcons and a lot of nightmares for nel minders
"Another reason I'm scoring more is I'm getting a lot
more ice lime." explained Gyles "It doesn't wear me down;
I like it Things gotta happen when you're playing as much as
I have "
For Gyles and his teammates things ARK happening And
from the looks of things. Bowling Green should have one
handsome record by the time March rolls around

Hww>»tte W Sim i
Jeff Booms (31) and Jeff let.ig (31)
•xert pressure on an unidentified
player.

A member of the exciting
freshman basketball learn,
which has suddenly stepped
into the limelight, is a bundle
of energy who goes by the
name of Dick Selgo Playing
with the leadership of a five-

UctSela.
star general. Selgo has been
• pleasant surprise for
Coach Ivory Suesberry in the
last three games
Looking like a midget in
the land of the giants. Dick
hat been playing superb ball
for the freshmen who are 2-0
since coming back from the
holiday break. In his leap to
stardom, Dick has been hitting the nets for a 13 5 aver-

age The talented guard has
been referred to as the quarterback of the team because
of the take-charge attitude
he displays
"Dick is a team man and
is a steady ball player,"
Coach Suesberry said while
running his team through a
workout Monday The main
thing that has impressed
Suesberry is Selgo's ability
to run the offense and set up
Cornelius Cash. Skip Howard
and Ron Weber
"THIS IS my first experience playing with big men."
said Selgo. The 5' II" sharpshooter from Pettisville scid
the tallest player on his
team last year was 6' S".
"I'm at a disadvantage
because of my height." he
said. In coping with this
problem. Selgo makes it up
by working extremely hard
in practice, getting good
position over his opponent
and making his shots count.
He is mainly an outside
shooter, and can hit from
anywhere on the <-ourt Fans
at "Haley's Fun House"
have witnessed Selgo launching long-guided missiles
over an opponent's outstretched hand and violently
ripping the cords for a long
two points
WHEN ASKED about his
sharp passing of late, he
replied with a grin. "I guess
that it is a knack that I
picked up." His biggest thrill

BG couldn't seem to do
anything right.
In the first nine minutes of
the second half the Falcons
were out-scored 25-8 as the
Rockets opened up a 20 point
margin
With six minutes to go in
the game Bowling Green had
scored only 10 points in the
second half but some late
points by Tom Babik kept

TU rips freshman
TOLEDO-It
was
all
systems go as the Toledo
freshman lambasted the
Bowling Green freshman.
100-77 here at (TU's field
house) Mission Control.
The Rockets were ready
(or lift-off right from the
whistle and ran out to an
early point lead "It was a
great team effort," Rocket
coach Bob Controy said
Steve Cooper led the
Rockets to victory with 20
points. "I'e was quick as a
cat and took charge of the
offense." added Controy.
Russ Frost led the Rocket
scorers with 23 points while
Bill Brown added 16 and
Jackie Brown had 14 points
The foul problems of Jeff
Montgomery (who sat down
early in the first hall with

three fouls) led. in part to
the
Falcons
downfall.
Montgomery had only 13
points.
Skip Howard was the
leading BG scorer with 24
points and had 13 rebounds
while his frontcourt running
mate Cornelius
"The
Magician" Cash ripped the
nets for 12 points and had 17
rebounds.
The Rockets
seemed to have the formula
to disengage Cash's magical
tricks.
The other Falcon starters,
Dick Selgo and Ron Weber,
had nine and eight points
respectively
The 3-2 freshman will try
and regroup their forces
before they meet a tough
Ohio State freshman squad
at5 30Saturday -White

the Falcons from being
embarrassed further.
Kozelko. saw the ball
about the same number of
times the second half as he
did the first and finished
with 13 points. But. 16 point
performances by Parker and
John I'odak (ten the first
half' and II points by Otten
were too much for BG to
overcome.
Tom Scott was the leading
Bowling Green scorer with
ten ieight the first half)
while I ,c I'enson and Scanlan
each added nine and subs
Babik and Booms combined
for 14 points
The 2-9 Falcons will have
to find the key to two strong
halves by Saturday as they
entertain the high flying
Marshall Thundering Herd
at 7:30. The IVid is ranked
16 in the latest Associated
Press poll

Harriers engage in time trials;
ready for indoor track events
By JIM FERSTLE
Yost Field House at the
University of Michigan was
the Falcon indoor track
team's destination
last
week
The purpose of the trip
was a time trial to prepare
the runners for the indoor
season which opens Saturday
al the USTFF Midwest
Championships in Columbus.
"I wanted to get out of the
Men's Gym completely this
season." said coach Mel
Brodt The Men's Gym is
about the only Falcon
facility comparable to an
indoor track
The gym has an oval,
banked-curve. wooden
"track" cut out of the
second floor of the structure
It has been the subject of
many one-line jokes in
recent years.
Everything from shinsplints to boredom has been
provided by previous years
of training on the "track"
and this year Brodt decided
to move away from it
completely.

"All distance work is
being done outside." says
Brodt.
"The sprinters,
hurdlers and field events
men work out in the Ice
Arena."
In Ihe Ice Arena the
runners work out on the
cement floor that circles Ihe
hockey rink. Temperatures
are cool, and the floor is
slippery, but it is the only
sheltered place where
running is feasible during
the winter
HOWEVER, a talented
group of returning lettermen
give Brodt reason for indoor
optimism
Captain Kddie
Watkins. Dave Fegley. Sid
Sink. Dave Wottle and Steve
Danlorth have met the
NCAA
indoor qualifying
standards in previous years,
and Brodl hopes they and
others will qualify for this
year's meet.
"Any plans I have right
now for the NCAA are
tenative.'' says Brodt. "I
just hope as many as
possible qualify, and we'll go
from there."

Selgo, a team man. ..steady ballplayer
faces giants in the land of basketball
By KENNY WHITE
Sports Writer

TOLEDO-Still having
problems putting two strong
halves together, the Bowling
Green Falcons dropped their
sixth game in a row last
night to Toledo. 76-53.
A combination of a onethree-one lone defense on
Tom Kozelko and some late
minute shooting by Jeff
Booms made the score close
at half-time, 33-30 in favor of
the Rockets
Kozelko. who was
averaging 27 points a game
before last night saw the ball
only four times underneath
the basket in the first twenty
minutes. I'e made two field
goals and was fouled on two
other tries (he made a total
of three for six from the loul
line i lor seven points al the
half
Booms, who came in after
starting center Brian
Scanlan committed his third
foul, hit for eight points in
the last nine minutes of the
first hall A Booms field goal
with 2 15 to play in the
opening period lied (he game
at 28 all but that was the last
time the Falcons were in the
ball game.
With the zone working so
effectively on Kozelko, TU

had to go to their outside
shooting more. They didn't
hit the shots the first half but
made them count in the
second 20 minutes as they
blew BG off the floor.
Mike Parker and Mac
Otten were the Rocket guns
who shot the Falcons to their
latest defeat. Each of them
had ten points in the early
minutes of the second half as

is to set up Cornelius "The
Magician" Cash, with long
fast break passes, so Cash
can perform "magical acts"
and get an easy basket
Dick, who was dubbed
with the nickname 'Zeke
from Cabin Creek." is a
strong admirer of the man
who really holds this
moniker. Jerry West. He
follows the style of the L.A
Laker star in many
instances "We can depend
on him in the clutch."
Suesberry added Like his
idol. "Zeke" has been mak-

ing the clutch baskets, controlling the offense and playing standout defensive ball.
Since coming to the land of
roaring excitement, Selgo
has worked hard to become a
better defensive
player
"The coaches help me a lot.
in showing me how to position the man who is guarding
me," "Zeke" said Defense
is one of the hardest parts of
the game, but Selgo has been
working on improving his
all-around body mobility,
and is reaping the rewards
that hard work brings

But captain Watkins' plans
are not so tenative "1 want
to qualify this year." says
Watkins. remembering last
year's experience of
qualifying in the next to last
meet before the NCAA and
then not competing because
he wasn't entered soon
enough
"I want to hit 6.2 (the
qualifying standard! in the
first meet." said Watkins.
who did just that in the time
trials last Saturday.
Dave Fegley. who made it
to the NCAA meet in the 70yard high hurdles, was off

Coupon
exchange
A coupon exchange is in
effect for Saturday night's
basketball game against
Marshall at Anderson Arena.
Students holding season
ticket books are required to
exchange coupon no. 11 for a
game ticket
Exchanges
must be made this week at
the Memorial Hall ticket
office, open daily from 8
am until noon, and from 1
I1 in to5p m
A total of 3.500 coupons
will be exchanged on a first
come, first serve basis One
hundred individual game
tickets are also available,
priced at (1.00 each. ID
cards must be presented
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CHILDREN'S SATURDAY CRAFT COURSES
THE WORKING HAND CRAFT CENTER announces the opening of a craft-centered program for children of two age groups. The courses will be taught by
Chris Jones.
The underlying educational goal will be to involve children in activities wi..-i:
produce real and meaningful objects, thus integrating physical, mental, t-notional and imaginative functions with socially valued productions.

Course C-1

Crafts for Small Beginners, age 5 to 9

meets 10 to 12 a.m.

Course C-2

Crafts for Big Beginners, age 9 to 13

meets

1 to

3 p.m.

Each course runs 10 weeks, beginning February Sth
TUITION $40.00 PAYABLE IN ADVANCE - CLASS SIZE LIMITED TO TEN
Interested parents should register now at

THE WORKING HAND CRAFT CENTER
S15Conneaut
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440 yard-dash winning both
events.
Showing the form that
made him Bowling Green's
only sub-four minute miler.
Wottle's performance put
high hopes where doubts had
been. The bursitis that had
been partially responsible
for Wottle's layoff last year
had flared up again and
looked like it might repeat
itself
"It wasn't as bad as last
year." confirmed Wottle.
But it kept him from
working out and looms as a
black cloud over Wottle's
season if it flares up again.
"I couldn't stand not
having Wottle around again
this season," adds Sink of a
feeling that is shared by the
rest of the team.

CAMPUS
MANOR
APARTMENTS

NEW OFFICERS
OF
OMEGA PHI ALPHA

2nd Vm Pm

THE STAR OF THE time
trial was Dave Wottle. After
a week of moderate activity
due to ankle and knee
problems, Wottle ran a
1 527 half-mile and a 51.0

TWO MINUTE
WALK TO
AD. BLDG.

Congratulations to the

Piisrdint

his time by half a second
with a time of 9.1 and will
have to improve to match
the qualifying standard
again.
So will American
steeplechase record holder
Sid Sink who was far from
his best with an 8:57.5 two
mile.
"I hope to cut the time by
about 10 seconds this week,"
said Sink of his plans for the
upcoming meet
One who
plans to shadow him in that
effort is Steve Danforth who
finished a few steps behind
Sink in 8:57.9 last weekend.

I

• TWENTY BUSINESS
LOCATIONS
AT YOUR DOOR

Now Leasing For Next Fall

LANAI

FROM »10O

\

ROBIN STAKER
PEG ENGLE
LAURIE PR0CHASKA
SUE MORRIS
CHERYL ANDERSON
ANGI THORMINA

PHONE

352-7365

352-9302
Several Vacancies for
Immediate Occupancy

352-4045

DILL JEWELERS
i^S*'

129 S. MAIN

Registered Gemologist

